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Texas Hold ‘Em

I see your extinction of Lake Michigan’s Longjaw Cisco and I raise 
you two paper shopping bags from Whole Foods I see your 7.5 acres of 
Brazilian Amazon torched by a cattle rancher in the next 59 seconds 
and I raise you five refills of one water jug in 2003 Austin I see your 
286 billion tons of Greenland’s ice sheets melted and I raise you 
one sunscreen-free swim off Cancun I see your Great Barrier Reef’s 
unprecedented bleaching event and raise you one plastic bag rescued 
from boyfriend’s trash and used again used twice I see I cannot avoid 
your November California wildfires and raise you three stalks of 
organic broccoli I see your Darfur genocide possibly our first climate 
war and I raise you one Citibike ride along the FDR to a temp job 
in the FiDi I see I have personally witnessed thousands trudging 
First Avenue with phones held high before them but no service until 
39th and I raise you one six-outlet adapter for the bank lobby on 
40th where you can huddle for hours if you do not look homeless 
I see your viral video of plastic straw pulled from turtle nose and I 
raise you one Patagonia vest I see your 6,547 million metric tons of 
greenhouse gases and I raise you I raise you I tried to raise you right I 
see your billowing pillowing medieval clouds of hydrofluorocarbons 
and I raise you one case of compostable doggie poop bags I see your 
700,000 acres of Iowa too wet to plant and I can’t always tell the 
number inside the triangle I squint I raise it to light I see your Swiss 
glacier spitting dribble and do not fold I raise you one $20 donation 
to the Mangrove Society of the Gulf of Carpenteria I see your 
brushfire sprung up on the I-10 median in West Texas flames flaming 
from nowhere and I raise you one roll of 50% post-consumer toilet 
paper I see your cherry blossoms coming pink on a freakishly warm 
January day and do not fold don’t you dare fold no one always rinses 
recyclables we all see your 74-inch acqua alta in Venice lapping slapping 
pounding at the stolen red porphyry of St. Mark’s and raising blind 
now one freshman comp lecture on language of greenwashing I see 
or cannot see amber staghorn corals ghostly white hear think I hear 
the bets calling bets beckoning the 50% post-consumer bets siren 
bets I scoop the chips I am taking the entire the 100% post-consumer 
pot and no part of the pot is separate from the rest this the win big

Alexis QuinlAn

Reply to John Clare
   
 I have come out of that landscape, that mud, that silence, 
 to roam, to go singing through the world.  
    [[Pablo Neruda Memoirs]]

Scabby-legged Lex, how fare you now at home?
Flat suburb plopped on soggy Gulf Coast marsh. 
Concrete poured for 524 starter homes, frames raised, 
nails strewn, a few front doors like your front tooth. 
Crates of kitchens and bathtubs line the block. 
Two trees per lot, each one too young to climb. 
Today the builders brought more cement mixers 
and splashed enough water for mudpies in that valley 
where sandy driveway bows to sandy street.
Last month, you drew a flower in wet concrete
to welcome neighbors. Nothing was ever here — 
maybe rice paddies, they said — and there’s nothing 
now. As sun sets, low thunder of frogs.
You wait for kids, patient as plastic. 
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Current space of existence

I walk the perimeter of this room
With my 11 inch feet counting ten by thirteen 
Three windows, four plants, bookshelves, a painting, 
white desk, red chair, lamp, carpet, a shrine.

Forward
I need rituals 
To fill in the wait
This unclear passing of time

Backwards
I unravel childhood dreams
I get dizzy from moving in these inevitable circles
The floor creaks as I shift my body forward.

Stop
I want to focus
The small hole of a nail in the wall
Spine of books I will no longer read
An old photograph, open windows.

Down
My feet stick to the ground
Growing roots
I can’t move away from 
this ten by thirteen.

Outside
The abrupt closing of a trunk
Birds’ calls
A white plastic bag perched on a tree
A distant siren.

Andres CleriCi

So Hum (I am that)

Sound of sirens
Humming 

Soaring
Humdrum

Sorrow 
Humiliates 

Solitary
Human claps

Society
Humbled 

Solace in
Humpbacks emerging

Sodium nitrate
Humbugs this land

Southern  
Hummock dreams

Solstice 
Humps into the horizon.
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Ann stephenson

NEW YORK CITY

Even small vows are an imperative requisite
share a scale of being, identical with what now exists
sharps and flats 
exactly right for us to abandon the ruse
nevermind that it is yesterday again but with a new sun
transpose days until over, fold in light 
in the absolute highest sense, I know you know I
am not the indispensable element here, a criteria 
less to do with admiration, more of a memorial to one and all

Earth
     

 Dhara     Ddaear 

 Ard    Aarde   Erde 

Gi  Jord    Jorden    Jöroin  
 

Terra  Terre   Tierra   Lurra   Maa 
 

Yer	 	 	 Zemê	 	 Žemé			 	 Ziemia			 	 Zemlja		

Yeryüzü	 	 	 Föld		 	 	 Tokë	 	 	 Cré		 	 Delkhii

Pamânt  Chikyü   Dìqiú   Jigu          Prthvee

Lapansi   Elohi  Kahèsëna Hàki Macoche Duniya Uwa 
 

Lfat  Ile aye  Yvy    Yú       Umhlaba  Saab 

Lu’um	 	 Tlatticpactli	 	 				Luke		 	 Mapu	 	
 

 
‘Tje	 																	Whenhua									 	 Bumi

  

 Pacha

Words are
gateways 
to gravity,
the	glue	
to	this	land
whose fate
is absorption 
and	fire.
They	conjure	up	
the mystery, 
love,	greed	or	need	
that binds us together
and, one day, 
will	swallow	us.
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POEM

At last, the least muted of all sounds 
kicks up the morning 
that’s ocean calling
sanderlings have been at it for hours
their small arrowed legs over wet sand
and awl-like bills pointing downward 
into the cinema of eating 
from the toe of the foredune 
you don’t notice any eyes
only an unexpected view of futurity
if this grass must be tolerant of salt spray
so must you
you aren’t meant to stand here
performing unruliness 
in a spaghetti of threads
you mustn’t valorize it
Virginia Woolf was sifting 
for new materials to the very end
there went a peregrine, a night heron, a gull
each indicating a different time of day
it can take a little form
learning to float with the sun in your eye
that animal is a slow swimmer
the art of splashing silently 
brushing 
blushing 
extraordinary magicians, gold as crayons
wait, that’s salt marsh
take a good whiff
enough for days
the sun clarifies
bread rises
into a depth of absorption 
you have the capacity
to recover senses
fall out of time

INSTRUCTIONS

How do I get above my head and onto the roof
there are new sounds to know
flowers peer on
overnight the floor grew 
I scaled the bottlebrush to my window
walls invoked a kind of warmth 
doors of the city finally got their due 
it’s always the windows people love
memories of a cat heat up the room
tone is near and days are far
a poem scaled the tree too
the tree came in through the window
slept beside me
long wanting to flee for new conditions
and stable air 
conversation makes the apartment smaller 
dear tree, I’m sorry I never knew your name
after twenty three years together
I can’t tell when my friends look unwell
you were weeded, your soil was managed
the ground and its innate skill to collect things
perceptive hounds
call it a skillset, call it a wrinkle, call it a day
it takes practice to be a blue sky
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Ben ColeBrook

Late February (2020)

             This year, the grey-limbed winter woods are flayed
Open, cracked and broken
Exposed phloem, vascular cambium
sap and heartwood in ripped section
pendulum branches caught hanging
or grounded in action.
             I learn by automated text message
The power is out. Then back to normal.
Weeks later we see first-hand and wonder
Imagining a wind storm, not the ice
That was this mild winter’s more ominous
conclusion.
 
 

Crisis Acrostic

College Students have taken the virus home
Oh! Listen. Bird virtuosos sing spring solos.
Viral information, so social, flies sharp, flat and virtual
Is this a taste? is it uncanny? or just plain familiarity
Dispersed like Callery Pear, London Plane and Norway Maple
1 and all cultivated, a staple of cities from Europe to China
9-one-one sirens speak volumes along echoing avenues
 

and wake up again
reestablishing a palatable relationship to space
enter the shadblow along the coast
so named because it flowers 
around the same time shad ran upstream
cross the water end the walk
a tree offers little protective cover
begin to fade
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Nor Divine
But for a start
could the task list be the gift?
Perhaps a listing of hope
Nonetheless better adapted to the darker spring looming.
 
 

Spring Lists (Extract) 

Lists, lists, lists –
interrupted sleep layered onto clipboards –
Spontaneous and years-long lists,
inspired by books like Bringing Nature Home –
but also, art and landscape theory, history and other speculations –
gleaned words and phrases that forgotten, become the improvised 

action of spade,
cart and five-gallon buckets.
And what does the spring garden say?
Soluble in rock-saturated clay,
Words effortlessly spring from it – Archaea, Bacteria, Actinomycetes,
Fungi, Mycelium, Algae, Protozoa, Springtails,
Mites, Nematodes, Earthworms, Ants, Insects.
The iterative language
of Soil’s relationships is the underpoetry of spring.
For the first time,
after twelve years of weekends,
Day after day and week by week
We live a readymade kind of poetry, a poetry
not indigenous to us. Is it even for us to see?
 

who owns this spring, these grey woods blushing?
the green slick of rain, worms burrowing?
red fluffed robin cocked? blue jays egg-crashing?
who owns the scotch pine’s shelter? who owns stock
in expectant deer discarding winter coats?
sun-warmed cliffs? turkey vultures that spread and lift
black coupled in kettling riffs? who owns
soft bodied salamanders slow pondward drift?
 
the great blue heron easing into sight?
the vixen – shrieking howls haunting the night?
who owns forsythia – neon highlighter?
which words on any page own this garden light?
home owner? bond holder? town inspector?
a pandemic of property lines can’t factor        
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Chloe ZimmermAn

quarantine ecology 
(documentation of a non-ambulatory walk)
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e. J. mCAdAms

COVID is atmosphere 
 — a selection from a journal of quarantine quatrains

March 30

old Delaware

new Spring! waters

love without distance

contagious as fuck

April 2

collections of cooperating 

pluripotent Jubilees can

help defend us against 

pathogenic en-nightenment

April 3

someone in NYC dies 

every 7 minutes

old Sam Peabody Peabody…

sparrow co-lamentations
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April 10

kettle of vulture

capitalists cresting

government jackpot

carry on in carrion

April 16

papery yellow petal

burnt from snow

looked for before

all of it quarantined

April 18

who to eulogize

more-than-human

they to count each

solitary death countless

April 6

then will one hope

frontline angels

nurse the sick

sociopathic government

April 8

repair the damage

in infected lungs

before everything 

cascades to memoriam

April 9

rampant earthgreed

unlucky horseshoe

bat to us spillover

grows jobless rolls
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April 24th

Sometimes,
Instead of sleep,
I watch our near star
Sink and shift with
A movement and a stutter
Across the room,
To the place where light ends.

It’s such a curious thing,
a universal privilege,
to witness this visitation
millions of miles in the making.

All these wild and free photons,
Collapsing into a square 
Portal against my bedroom wall.

It transports me back,
Reaching across time and space
To the horizon of their birthing.
I wonder what, in the blink 
of an eye, have they witnessed?

They arrived here,
Diving through the swaying of
The neighborly tree 
Growing outside my window.
And in the moment of meeting,
Birthed two trees,
The tree outside,
And the mirror tree
Inside, weaving on my wall,
The place where light ends.

Jesse BAiley

from Ecology of Home

April 2nd

Here I am, 
Only a ghost, watching lights 
Move and twinkle on the Hudson,
Each sparkle a reflection.

Watching from the window
Inside these six stories of brick, I
Try to look and see the place of
Home more than anywhere.

Everything seeks a way to home here.
A peregrine finds rest on the tower’s clefts. 
Rats underground gather will to scrape by. 
Trees push roots through crowded earth, and bloom.
Home might be found when I leave it behind.

April 4th

Amid pandemic
A tulip tree blossoms,
Buds burst and seek light.
---
In sleep this child dreams
Of drinking slipping sunsets,
When waking was play.
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JimBo BlAChly

tree field notes with haiku

March 4 2020
Near the top of the road winding up Isham hill …
a scraggly Gray barked cherry or apple tree sits overlooking the 
steep incline that descends down to Seaman Ave and Inwood Hill 
Park beyond. Today I noticed the tiny bud like protrusions and 
small berry like spheres hanging in clumps. I assume these to be 
blossom pods. It is cold this morning and I’m running late to work.

Gray bark deeps silver 
Ignorant of its genus 
Slow Growth shoots expand

March 5
Rain — fairly cold morning, light mist. Dark tree trunks rising 
along wet asphalt seem more real than buildings lining the street. A 
woman walking her dogs on the grassy hill stands looking away not 
far from the tree. 

Bark metallic black 
Bright green shoots slowly emerge 
Clear silver droplets cling

March 10
I’ve been ill and unable to visit the tree, but today I had to journey 
up over and down the hill to the pharmacy. On my return I paused 
near the tree again and a woman coming in the opposite direction 
walking a little white puff of a dog smiled as she approached, so 
I ventured to ask her if she knew what kind of tree this was. She 
hesitated, then she said she thought it was a cherry tree because she 
had an old picture of it from a few years ago that she remembered 
that it had pink blossoms and she thought cherry trees had pink 

April 26th

I breath
The fog
And make a home for silence,
                                 for stillness.
I learn
          To live within
           Without.

May 3rd

She asked what I’m into;

I said
filling this small apartment 
with as much brimming 
light and crackling energy 
as it can hold and
taking my time 
bathing in the feral growth.

You see,
I figured out when to water the plants.
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blossoms. It sounded convincing enough, but... how could I be 
sure? There seemed to be a shadow of doubt that passed through 
her face and even if it had blossomed pink a few years ago who’s to 
say it would do so again it’s true I’ve walked by this tree for several 
years in a row now and I must have seen it blossom every spring 
in fact I’m sure I had but I could not remember the color or when 
in spring it had blossomed. In my mind perhaps it was white or 
kind of a mustard color, maybe pink, possibly red and white but 
I couldn’t be sure. There is no guarantee that if it used to be a 
blossoming cherry tree that it still was.

Green spear tips extend 
Larger soft leaves unfurling
From red brown dark stems

April 15
I haven’t visited the tree in several weeks. I’ve seen it from a 
distance and noticed it had small green leaves on it. I couldn’t bring 
myself to go near, I felt guilty. The truth is I’ve been spending time 
drawing other trees, tall acrobatic oaks, several smooth spotted 
London plains trees, an old red oak I’ve noted from a distance, 
some are small and perhaps not so old, gnarled dark with patchy 
bark spindly limbs with tiny pointy twisty twig pointed ends that 
glimmer— 

A dark prickly pile, 
think crumpled up metal wire
breathing woody leams. 
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kostAs AnAgnopoulos

from WILD THYME

Here’s a new word to describe parameters
Circle
Think of life 
Inside another 
Interlocking  
What you know so far  
Is lost on you 
That’s ok
You’d like your dead body eaten by vultures  
You realize you need some words 
To carry you off this earth  
Not really 
You’re dazed by the open space 
Not the black hole 
Not the shadow either 
You reach out 
As a particle 
Closing a book for the day 
Who owns what?
Who is with you?
Who can’t speak?  
Avoid written agreements
And statements 
Until someone writes 
Cause and effect
Root to tip 
You’re not science 
Warmth is as much a seed as a seed is 
The dead part of a leaf 
Falling to earth 
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A bridge tomorrow 
Let’s hope it feeds
Insects and animals
And in return 
Florets from the sun 
The seed head blows 
The leaf margins 
Where the leaf        
Backs up to itself
Points there   
A black hole 
Your ultimate guide 
Spins 

A day ago you weren’t there 
Now look at your slide show   
For the bee
Each floret 
Opens in a flash 
Closes at night 
Enchantments grow in the cracks 
Welcome the pollinators 
See them 
Dispersing their messages over long distances
Now walk slowly 

Night bounces back
Like clockwork  
The nocturnal animals and insects work again
A bit of chance 
A bit of dung  
Cold air
Twists and branches
Covered where you were  
A hole is a home to some of the four legged ones 

You sense a description 
At your periphery 
You learned from working with your hands
That your eyes fill with green again  
How do you move in it?
Do you put your hand in the dirt? 
Do you untangle the bittersweet
The unpopular nightshade
From the base of the oak?
Can letters make a plant 
Appear in front of you? 
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lisA tAliAno

NYC Street Tree Poems, A Field Journal

A tree on Gold street
crown crushed by scaffolding,
choked by a silver chain.
Nobody notices
its trunk lost in a forest
of dirty metal.
In the canyon’s sun
it dies quiet in the shadows
as I run to work.
native of China,
a misplaced ornament.

uncomplaining tree
across from the gas station’s fluorescent green 
waiting in line outside the clubs on Dyckman. 
hungover and holding tattered balloons 
and a single red shoe;
the party long over. 
an unremarkable struggle
too small to care about, 
hardly very pretty, 
unlike the sidewalk women 
big hair, wavy tits.

Shorakapok park’s sacred
cold springs buried
beneath settler’s boots.
hollow limbs catch
broken branches, in stressed trees.
hidden inside
the open forest
between the ridges
I stumble on a set 

of strange objects 
placed in a virtual flame,
a circular ceremony
of seashells, rocks and feathers.
keepers of the earth
call to the Lenape.

Turtle Island speaks:
How does it feel to see the shadow of a face, in the cloud in your 
eye, and know two wrongs are better than none, when the bird falls 
out of the tree poisoned?
 

two suns: a true story.

45 billion years ago, 
the earth had two suns. 
Our sun had a sibling, 
Nemesis, a sister 
who kicked an asteroid 
into our orbit 
and killed the dinosaurs 
before escaping and mixing 
with the nearby stars 
in the milky way.

things change.
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history of the earth

folds in time
ripple through 
the multiverse
wrinkling space 
to form a fiery ball
which supports a cool green exterior.
a thin and fragile skin,
a film of bio/logic
struggling to stay afloat
on the bubbling vortices
of growing contradictions,
suspended in an icy void 
of dying absolutes.
 

withing

withing, weaving, writhing, writing, re-wiring
fighting to dismantle discrete objects, 
the thing and its self, 
de-centering the human in favor of wi/thing:
enmeshed, entangled interdependence 
in action and reaction.

rAChAel guynn Wilson

Afternoon Ecology

Tulips are in bloom on the kitchen counter / I learn the word 
“ecology” means “study of the house” / the expensive extension 
cord makes four graceful loops / around itself / how to be like 
an extension cord / patient and surging / I walk to the window 
and catch the right angle / get the sky in view / pale blue / washed 
out from the afternoon’s storm / covered in the window shades’ 
disobedience / their refusal to roll more than halfway up / I yank 
one hard and release / watch it spin / get caught on itself / do it 
again / I learn the word “native” means “bondsman” / “person 
born into bondage” / I trace the figures in a mess of cords on the 
floor / all plugged into the room’s single outlet / I’m not feeling 
poetry today but I’m still writing / I’m trying to appreciate the 
yellow-flowering pin oaks / up and down the block / feel stumped, 
turn in / my eyes cast about the room / throwing out desire lines / 
appealing to what (if not where) / or to whom I am native
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You’ve got to take your parasympathetic nervous system for a walk

This morning, April 23rd, the rain falls as snow mid-sentence a 
few minutes / the air’s so clear, says a man in New Delhi / soon, 
we’ll be able to see God / yesterday, Tracy asks if it’s my birthday / 
no, it’s Earth Day, I respond / the weather app reports 42 degrees 
Fahrenheit / the rain darts past in melting globs / like styrofoam 
evanescing / it’s after eight and darkness creeps onto our screens 
/ when Jimbo logs onto the video chat from a well-lit room / 
camera pointed at the bright white ceiling / Marcella remarks in 
momentary confusion / Jimbo, you must be outside / No, I’m 
in heaven, he says, laughing / this morning I spotted a jay and 
delighted / I know it’s common / there’s a beautiful busyness to the 
neighbors’ backyards / something vaguely Northern European, like 
an old masters painting / in their organized clutter / recovering, 
she asks, What’s it like, heaven? / It’s so great I can’t remember / 
cats walk along the fence tops and squirrels / take the powerlines 
for their highways / the lilac’s in bloom / and Gabe called the other 
day / after three or four years we talked an hour / but then I had 
to go / maybe it was because of that / I became tenderer all week 
/ wanted to tell about a ceramic sculpture / pink green and blue / 
but really it would be simpler to ask / about the objects of affection 
that surround you / Mrs. John brought us a part of a pumpkin she’d 
promised / grown in the backyard last fall / I’ll make a curry, or 
else a stew / I wonder if one day the potted lemons could fruit / the 
coffee plant flowered for the first time / yesterday, I tried going on 
a memory walk / inspired by Kostas’s comment in class / I started 
at the house I grew up in / moving south across the big backyard 
/ the weathered fence lined by Doug Fir / the fence with its little 
door / adjoining our yard to the neighbors’ / (when I hesitate with 
punctuation / I think of the poems of Leslie Scalapino / and keep 
going) / it’s just before 9 in the morning / intermittent pieces 
of rain fluff still visible / it feels unnaturally quiet / too hot for a 
stew though it’s snowing / Garth’s reading and the birds must be 
napping / I think to myself I’ll try calling Ada today / and Lola 
wants to talk about archives and how am I doing / I texted her of 
my dream in which she appeared as two people / both friends of 
mine but unknown to each other / how I wanted to introduce her 

to herself / and how she was casually disinterested / 9:03 I hear a 
muffled 9 am church bell / the sound of the clock on the wall that’s 
lost time / battery I haven’t bothered replacing / last night when 
the baby thumped through my belly / I thought about Rachel’s 
non-ambulatory walks / compared my feelings of confinement and 
wondered / what neuroses might develop in the womb / how to 
walk like that, legs up the wall / thump thump / or else like Bruce 
Nauman / I write with my eyes I said, but no / I don’t think that’s 
especially true / my cheeks get hot and I confuse the sensation / with 
vision / is it right to question so much I wonder / and is it possible 
ever to conclude / don’t say no if you really mean it / Garth hears 
the rain coming down the chimney into the sealed up fireplace / so 
I’ve traded in circular reasoning’s / endless frustrations for good / 
for the pleasures of paradox, that’s something else / cf. the ache of 
gratitude / vide love’s shattering / e.g. “the trees scrape my knees but 
I do still like them” / not in spite of but because 
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mArCellA durAnd

A few Ecology of Poetry writing exercises

Acrostic: Acrostics have long been used as a tool for resistance and 
change. 

Elegy: Elegies are for mourning, but were also originally love 
poems. 

Green New Deal: Read it, cut it up, collage it, repurpose its 
language. Write letters to each other using that language. https://
www.congress.gov/116/bills/hres109/BILLS-116hres109ih.pdf

Haiku: Haiku can be a (flawed) vehicle for disaster or grief, while 
yet grounded in a specific place or moment. 

Insult poem: Per Bernadette Mayer, but directed to specific 
politicians who deny climate change! 

Jack Collom writing exercises: Choose one to three from a PDF 
available upon request.

List poem: List poems are deceptively simple, but with the sentence 
structure taken care of, so to speak, they can allow some amazing 
evolution in thought and content. In other words, don’t expect to 
know how your list poem will end before you begin it. For more 
structure, your list poem can also center around the trees we are 
engaging in our work.

Non-ambulatory Walking Poem: Developed by Rachel Levitsky, 
this is an open and accessible exercise to “walk” in place or as a 
“study of one’s house.” 

Oil and Unicorn Tears: Write two separate poems on two 
separate substances—or are they really separate...? (And given 
this independent-minded group, I fully expect some poems 

intermingling the two.) These substances are, respectively, oil and 
unicorn tears (thanks for the idea, Ann). Your choice as to the 
shape and form of the poem—it can follow the substance of oil/
tears, be an oily, winding poem, or cut against it. But you must 
delve deeply into the substance of the substances—get wonky, 
technical, historic, scientific, imaginative, archaeological. 

Poem Rework: Rework, reshape, update and question Carl Dennis’ 
1985 poem, “The Greenhouse Effect.” 

Prepositions: Prepositions are words of relation that are for the 
most part binary. Develop a non-binary preposition that more fully 
expresses the intricacy of ecological interrelation. 

Sonnet: Sonnets are meant to be a “little song,” but the structure 
also indicates and accommodates an issue, or situation, or 
problem, with a resolution or a turn (the volta). 

Sound Poem: A bit of a synesthetic exercise, combined with a touch 
of pathetic fallacy, and a dash of objective correlative, and certainly 
some onomatopoeia and alliteration.

The “To John Clare” Poem (exercise in solastalgia): Write to 
yourself, 1) as a child in your environment and/or 2) to where you 
are now in your environment, as a sort of exercise in situation, 
rooting oneself, and turning the gaze of the poet onto yourself as 
you are where you are.

Traditional and Untraditional (Anti) Pastoral: How can this 
ancient form be subverted and re-adapted from nostalgic shepherd 
song to urgent ecopoetics? Try a traditional pastoral, then write 
an untraditional pastoral that breaks apart and reshapes the form to 
accommodate climate change. 

Tree Journals: Journal/write for/from urban trees—choose one 
local to you and mark/name/honor it.
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